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A project is…

…a body of work with an obvious 

beginning, middle and end. Children 

participate in a variety of activities 

and tasks, which are linked together 

to a particular theme and go towards 

achieving an end-product.
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A project approach



Why do projects?

personlisation
cross-curricular

motivation

independence



Personalisation

Tell me and I'll 

forget.

Show me and I may 

remember.

Involve me and I'll 

understand.

Chinese proverb



Expressing personal opinions Who is luckier –

Rosie or Erica? 

Why?



Do the math!



English as a tool



English across the curriculum



Newcastle

Dartford

Northwich

Exmouth

Doncaster

Tonbridge

Southport

Possible

extension: 

Give English 

names to some

places in your

country!



Independence

Caine’s Arcade



Learning to learn

Take a look at these pictures of an English classroom.

Is there anything you find interesting about it?



Motivating learners, motivating lessons



Classroom dimensions

academic social

emotional



Project work







Project work

Teacher’s book

photocopiables

• Divide the class into

small groups and give a 

different recipe card to

each student in the group.

•Explain that the recipes

are not very good and they

have to change some of 

the ingredients to make

them better.

• Students read out their

recipes to the group...

How would you continue?



Disgusting  recipes

 In class, hand out copies of local supermarket 
brochures and get SS to cut out weird and 
wonderful ingredients.

 Collect the ingredients together and tell SS they 
each have to pick 7 ingredients from the pile.

 They then have to use at least 5 of the 
ingredients to come up with an original 
disgusting recipe.







glogster



glogster



The keys to success

Prepare

Display

Evaluate



Prepare

time

language

instructions

resourcesroles

 Teachers and students….

expectations



Display

collage

survey

posterplay
interview

audio/video recording

magazine

event
leaflet

scrapbook



Evaluate

From: Projects with Young Learners, 

Phillips, Burwood and Dunford, OUP

The Process

The Product



The most important thing to do about 

errors is…

…to stop worrying about them.
From: Project Teacher’s Book 

Hutchinson and Gault, OUP



Projects and Culture



By examining other cultures it 

highlights what is special, or 

different and unusual about our 

own culture.

Oxford Basics: Intercultural Activities, Gill and Cankova, 2002 (OUP)



11-12 

year olds

6 years

Saturday

lunch

5-6 

year olds

2 years

8.45

uniform

Schools in 

England 

and Wales
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Bulgaria

Over to you…





Market



In conclusion

What? How?Why?



Project work

The benefits of project work:

 Consolidates topic and language;

 Promotes different modes of working;

 Puts the learners at the centre of the lesson;

 Encourages pupils to be creative.
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